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ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF CERTAIN CONSEQUENCES 
OF THE PROPER FORCING AXIOM 
PETER NYIKOS AND LESZEK PIATKIEWICZ 
Abstract. We prove that a number of axioms, each a consequence of PFA (the Proper Forcing Axiom) 
are equivalent. In particular we show that TOP (the Thinning-out Principle as introduced by Baumgartner 
in the Handbook of set-theoretic topology), is equivalent to the following statement: If I is an ideal on 
co, with co, generators, then there exists an uncountable X C co,, such that either [X]w n I = 0 or 
[X]w C I. 
?1. Introduction. In this paper we study relations between some consequences 
of the Proper Forcing Axiom (PFA). Among them we consider the Thinning-out 
Principle (TOP) introduced by Baumgartner in [B], and the partition calculus ax- 
iom co, ) (co, (co,; fin cw1))2 proposed by Todorcevic in [T]. We show that each 
of these two axioms can be restated in a simpler way, and then we easily deduce 
that Todorcevic's axiom (which we call Axiom S in this paper) is a consequence of 
TOP. We will then show how our versions of these axioms give simplified proofs 
of the applications of these axioms in [B] and [T]. 
We will show that the following axiom is equivalent to TOP: 
AXIOM 0. Let S = {S,: a < co } be a collection of (countable) subsets of coi, 
such that for every uncountable X C co,, there exists a countable set Q C X which 
cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Then there exists an uncountable 
subset of co1 which meets each S, in a finite set. 
We will show that the following (weaker) version of Axiom 0 is equivalent to 
Axiom S: 
AXIOM 1. Let S = {S,: a < co, } be a collection of (countable) subsets of W1, 
such that for every uncountable X C co,, there exists a countable set Q C X which 
cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Then there exists uncountable set 
X C co,, such that for each a C X, S, n X is a finite set. 
Note that the assumption that each S, is countable is not essential. Any family 
S which satisfies the condition in Axioms 0 and 1, clearly consists of countable 
sets only. 
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?2. Definitions and terminology. 
2.1. A partially ordered set (shortly a p.o. set) is a pair (P, <p), such that P 
is a nonempty set and <p is a transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric relation on 
P. We will sometimes abuse notation and write P instead of (P, <p). Let (P, <p) 
be a p.o. set. P is proper, if forcing along P preserves stationary sets. A subset 
C of P is l-directed, if every finite subset of C has a lower bound in C. C is 
%-centered if every finite subset of C has a lower bound in P. A subset D of P is 
%-dense if for each p C P, there exists d C D such that d <p p. Given a family 
-r of %-dense subsets of P, a set G is P-generic for 9 if it meets each D C X, is 
%-centered, and has the property that if p c G and p <p q then q C G. P has 
precaliber Ni downwards if for every uncountable Q C P, there is an uncountable 
R C Q such that R is i-centered. 
The Proper Forcing Axiom is the following statement: 
2.2. PFA. If (P, <p) is a proper p.o. set, and -r = (Do a < co,) is a sequence 
of %-dense subsets of P, then there exists a P-generic set for f9. 
Even though PFA is a very powerful axiom with an elegant statement, it cannot 
be proven to be consistent with ZFC, as it implies the consistency of large cardinals. 
This is one of the reasons why different consequences of PFA were introduced and 
studied. In this paper we concentrate our attention on two of them: the Thinning- 
out Principle and col ) (ooi, (co,; fin wi1))2. 
2.3. The Thinning-out Principle (TOP). Suppose A, B C co, are uncountable 
and (To : a c B) is such that T, C a for all a. Suppose also that for any 
uncountable X C A, there exists P < coi such that {X} U {To: ao c B, a > P3} has 
the finite intersection property (f.i.p.). Then there exists an uncountable X C A 
such that Va C B, (X n a) \ TQ is finite. Hence in particular there are uncountable 
X C A and Y C B such that Vc C Y. X n a C T. 
We will denote by TOP(col) a statement of TOP, with the additional assumption 
that A = B = co,; that is, the following axiom: 
2.4. TOP(col). Suppose (T, : a C co,) is such that T, C a for all a. Suppose 
also that for any uncountable X C co, there exists P3 < col, such that {X} U 
{T, : a > fl} has the fi.p.. Then there exists an uncountable X C co, such that 
VaE C wi,(XOa) \ T, is finite. 
2.5. Graph. Let A be a set. A graph on A is any symmetric, irreflexive relation 
on A. If G is a graph on A and I C A, then I is G-independent if 12 n G = 0. 
2.6. co ) (co,, (co,; fin Cwi))2 (Axiom S). If G is a graph on co,, then either 
G has an uncountable independent set, or else there is a pair S, 3 such that S 
is an uncountable subset of co and q is an uncountable disjoint family of finite 
subsets of ol, such that whenever s C S and b C 0 satisfy s < min b, there is an 
edge in G from s to b, more formally, ({s} x b) n G 7& 0. 
The following is a special case of a Sparse Graph Axiom (see [N]). 
2.7. Countably Sparse Graph on co,. A graph G on co, is countably sparse, if 
for all uncountable X C co,, there exist countable sets Q C X and H C co,, such 
that for all finite sets b C (coI \ H), there exists y c Q such that ({4y x b) n G = 0. 
2.8. Countably Sparse Graph Axiom. Every countably sparse graph on co, has 
an uncountable independent set. 
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?3. The equivalence of axioms. We begin with a useful technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S = {SO a < co,} be a collection of countable subsets of Col. 
The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For every uncountable X C co1, there exists a countable Q C X which cannot 
be covered by a finite subfamily of S. 
(b) For every uncountable X C wl, there exist countable sets Q C X and H C 
Col, such that Q cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of {S, c: a H}. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. Clearly (a) implies (b). Now assume that (b) holds. 
For an uncountable set X C co1 we will say that a pair of countable sets Q C A 
and H C co1 "works" for X, if Q cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of 
{S, & a H}. 
Fix an uncountable set X C co,. We will show that there exists a countable Q C X which cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Define by induction 
sequences (Xn)nEw of uncountable subsets of co1, and (fin)nE of countable ordinals 
as follows: let XO = X and let 
PO = min {y C co,: the pair (XO n y) c Xo, y c co "works" for XO}; 
if X, and fin have been defined let 
(1) Xn+l = Xn \(n U U S) 
and let 
(2) 
fin+l = min {y co 1: the pair (Xn+l n y) c Xn+,, y C co, "works" for Xn+l } 
By (b) the sequence (/3n)nE1 is well defined. Also, since all the sets in S are 
countable and each /3n is a countable ordinal, each Xn is an uncountable subset of 
Woi. Notice that the sequence (Iln)na is strictly ascending, and that the sequence 
(Xn)nEWl is strictly descending. Put Al' = UnE- fin and let Q = X n f/,. 
Claim 3.1.1. Q cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. 
Proof of Claim 3.1.1. Assume that for some finite set {Ia1,. ..n I C OJ we 
have 
(3) Q c Saul U ... U San. 
We can assume without loss of generality that, for some 1 < k < n, 
(4) Cal < ..< atk-l < ahk = fl,, < atk+l < ... < atn 
Since fin /7 /3c, there exists an index m C co such that ak1- < /3m. Now 
Q = x n d D X,,+, n flm+,, hence by (3) Xm+l n flm+l C S,, u . .. u San. By (1) 
we get Xm+l nU{S. :, C /Jm} = 0, and since {a,,..., ak- I} C Pim we get 
(5) Xm+l n f/m+l C Sak U U San 
But since {I k,... a &n} is disjoint from Pm+i, (5) clearly contradicts the fact that 
the pair Xm+l n /m+l C Xm+i, fm+l C co, "works" for Xm+l (see (2)). C] 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. DG 
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LEMMA 3.2. TOP is equivalent to TOP(cwj). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. It is clear that TOP implies TOP(col). Now assume 
TOP(col), and suppose that A, B C co, and (To: a c B) satisfy the hypothesis 
of TOP. We can assume without loss of generality that Va c B, T, C A. Let 
a : co, - A and ,B: co, - B be order preserving bijections. Let y : cWi -+ wi be 
an order preserving function such that 
(1) Vcw1, fl () < (y(a)) 
Since A is unbounded in co it is clear that one can find y as above. For example 
it can be defined inductively by: y ( m) = mm {o co,: ,B (4) < a (0)}. For each 
yi col, let 
(2) T# a{ T (Tf(4)) if Vyi=y i). 
, ~~~~if V/ y >- (ca)1 
Claim 3.2.1. (T#: yi co,) satisfies the hypothesis of TOP(coj). 
Proof of the claim. First observe that 
(3a) if yi g y- (co,) then T# = yi C yi, and 
(3b) if yV = y (4) for some E co,, then Tg(C) C C a (y (a)) (see (1)); 
hence by (2) T,#, a-' (Tfl(s)) C y (4) = V/. 
By (3a) and (3b) we get VyV c c0, Ty#, C v. Now let X C co, be uncountable. 
acr (X) is an uncountable subset of A, hence by our assumption, there exists 
Po < co, such that {cr- (X)} U {T, : a c B and a > IPo} has the f.i.p.. Choose 
'0 E co, so that , (4o) > Pio. We have Tfl(0) c {T,: ac B and a > fo} and 
Tfl(4O) C P ('o) C 0a (y'o)), hence 
(4) {l (X) n a (y ())} u {T : c B and a > a (y(40))} has the f.i.p.. 
We will be done if we can show that 
(5) {X} U {T,#: yi > y (4o)} has the f.i.p.. 
Let {y'I,. .., y/nI} be a finite subset of {yI: V V> y (4o)}. Without loss of gener- 
ality we can assume that for some k < n, we have Vi < k, Vi = y (ti) for some 
Xi > 'o and Vi > k, yVi ? y- (col). We have 
n k k \ 
(6) X n n T# X n n T#; n y (4) = X n a- tn Tfl n y (O). 
i=l i~li1 
Let us look at the image of the last set under a. 
(7) k~~~~~ a (X n a n0 Tfl(4i) n y (40O) a= (X) n n Tfli n a' (y 4) 
(7) i=1 i=l 
=a--+ (X) n a (y (40)) n n Tl(~i, 
i=1 
The first equality in (7) holds because a is a bijection, the second because a 
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is an order preserving bijection. By (4) the last set in (7) is nonempty, hence 
n ~7n I T# 7 0, and (5) holds. D 
By the claim and TOP(cal), there is an uncountable X C co, such that (X n a) \ 
T# is finite for all a E co,. In particular (X 0 y (a)) \ a' (Tf(E)) is finite for all 
E C o, (see (2)). Taking the a image of both sides, we conclude that (a- (X) n 
ce (y (4))) \ Tg(5) is finite for all o C iol. Finally since /J is a function onto B, (1) 
implies that 
Vfp = B(E B. (a---' (X) n Ap) \ Tic is finite. O 
We are ready now to prove the equivalence of TOP and Axiom 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. TOP is equivalent to Axiom 0. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. TOP implies Axiom 0. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.1. Assume TOP, and let S = {S,: a <(01 } be a collection 
of subsets of co,, such that for every uncountable X C c(0, there exists a countable 
set Q C X which cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Define by transfinite 
induction a sequence (T (a))a,,, of countable ordinals as follows: let T (0) = 
min {y C co, : So C y}, and if (T (a)),<f have been defined let 
(1) T (f) =min {y C cal: Sfl U {T (a) :a < 3} C y} 
Put A = o1,, and let B ={T (a) : a co, }. For each y = T (a) c B, let Ty = y \ S. 
Claim 3.3.2. A, B and {Ty : y C B} satisfy the hypothesis of TOP. 
Proof of Claim 3.3.2. Clearly B is an uncountable subset of c6l, and Vy C B, 
Ty C y. Let X be an uncountable subset of col. Since S satisfies the hypothesis of 
Axiom 0, we can choose a countable subset Q of X which cannot be covered 
by a finite subfamily of S. Let /3 = sup (Q) + 1. We will show that {X} U 
{Ty : y C B y > T(fl)} has the fi.p.. Let yl = T(a,),.. yn = T(an) C B 
be such that 
(2) Vli < n, yi > T A3 
Q is not covered by S U ...U San, hence Q \ (S,1 U U San) S )0. Also Q C fl, 
hence 
Q n (P\Sa~l)n ...n(fl\ San) 740- 
Since each ai > / (see (1) and (2)), and Q C X, we get 
X n Tyn ..n TYn 540 E- 
By the claim and TOP, there is an uncountable X C co,, such that X n (y \ TY) 
is finite for all y = T (a) c B. Since S, = T (a) \ TT(a,) for all a C zo1, we get 
that X n Sa is finite for all a C co,. This completes the proof of 3.3.1. E 
LEMMA 3.3.3. Axiom 0 implies TOP. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3.3. Assume Axiom 0. By Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to 
show TOP(col). Let (To : a C col) be a collection of countable sets satisfying the 
hypothesis of TOP(col). For each a C col put Sat = a \ T,. 
Claim 3.3.4. S = {S, : a co l} satisfies the hypothesis of Axiom 0. 
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Proof of Claim 3.3.4. We show that S = {So,: a < czo,} satisfies (b) in Lemma 
3.1. Let X be an uncountable subset of col. Choose 3 C col so that {X} U 
{To: a > Pl} has the f.i.p.. Let Q = X n (3 + 1) and let H = /P. We will 
show that Q and H "work" for X. Let { ai,... , cJ } be a finite set of countable 
ordinals, disjoint from H. Since P3 + 1 > P3 and for each i < n, ai > /P, we have 
X n Tf+l n T,1 n n Tan 74 0, and since each T,, = ci \ S,,, where ai > P and 
Tf+1 C PB + 1, we get 
(X n (P + 1)) \ (Sl U .. u San) 7D 0 Cz 
By the claim and Axiom 0, there is an uncountable set X C co, such that X n S, 
is finite for all a C co,. Hence (X n a) \ T, is finite for all a C co,. Ii 
This completes the proof of the theorem. C] 
Recall that for every set X, [X]' denotes the set of all countable infinite subsets 
of X. Since Axiom 0 is clearly equivalent to the statement given in the abstract, 
Theorem 3.3 gives the following new statement of TOP. 
3.4. TOP (restated). If I is an ideal on co, with co, generators, such that there 
is no uncountable X C col for which [X]' C I, then there exists an uncountable 
X C co,, such that [X]@ n I = 0. Hence also for each uncountable X C col, there 
exists an uncountable Y C X, such that [Y]) n I = 0. Ii 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a graph on col without an uncountable independent set. 
There are S and So which satisfy the conditions in 2.6, if and only if G is not countably 
sparse. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.5. Assume first that S and a satisfy the conditions in 2.6 
and let Q C S, H C co, be countable. Put 8 = sup (Q U H) and choose b C C so 
that 8 < min b. By our assumption, for each s C S n08, we have ({s} x b) n G 74 0, 
and since Q C S n 0, S witnesses that G is not countably sparse. 
Now assume that G is not countably sparse. Let X be an uncountable subset 
of co, which witnesses it. In particular we have: 
(1) V co o, 3b C [coi]<@ such that minb >8s 
and Vy E X n0, ({y} x b) n G 7# 0. 
Define by transfinite induction sequences (8>)sEol of countable ordinals and 
(br)>Etl of finite subsets of co,, subject to the following conditions for all 4 C o,1: 
(a) minb~ > 6~ and VyCX nD8, ({y}xbs)nG#70, 
(b) 68 +i = max br, and 8s = sup {8T : z < 4} if 4 is a limit ordinal. 
(1) above implies that our construction can be performed. Clearly S = {lb : 4 C 
co,} and 5 = {be : C co i} satisfy the conditions in 2.6. Ii 
COROLLARY 3.6. Axiom S is equivalent to the Countably Sparse Graph Axiom. 
THEOREM 3.7. Axiom S is equivalent to Axiom 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.7.1. The Countably Sparse Graph Axiom implies Axiom 1. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7.1. Assume the Countably Sparse Graph Axiom, and let 
S = {S, : a < co, } be a collection of countable subsets of co,, such that for every 
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uncountable X C co,, there exists a countable set Q C X which cannot be covered 
by a finite subfamily of S. Define a graph G on co, by 
(1) (o(a,/) C G iff ao 7& and (aC So or /C S,). 
Claim 3.7.2. G is countably sparse. 
Proof of Claim 3.7.2. Let X C co, be uncountable. Let Q C X be a countable 
subset that cannot be covered by a finite subfamily of S. Put H = U {S, : a C Q}. 
We will show that Q and H "work" for X (see 2.7). Clearly both Q and H are 
countable. Let b be a finite subset of col \ H. By our assumption Q is not covered 
by U {So,: a C b}, so we can choose y C co1 so that y C Q \ U {So,: a C b}. In 
particular 
(2) Vac b, y , S,,. 
Also, since b is disjoint from H = U {S, : a C Q} and y C Q we have 
(3) Va C b, a Sy. 
Now (2) and (3) imply that [{y} x b] n G = 0. E] 
By the claim (see 2.8) there exists an uncountable G-independent set X C Col. 
WehaveVa,13cX, a 7,fl( )c(a,/3)G,thusVa CX, SnOXc{a}. EI 
LEMMA 3.7.3. Axiom 1 implies the Countably Sparse Graph Axiom. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.7.3. Assume Axiom 1, and let G be a countably sparse 
graph on co1. For each ac co,, let Sa = {/3 < a: {a, f} C G}. 
Claim 3.7.4. S = {Sao: a E co,} satisfies the condition (b) in Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Claim 3.7.4. Let X C co, be uncountable. Choose countable sets Q C X 
and H C co, so that for all finite sets b C (co, \ H) there exists y C Q such that 
({y} x b) n G = 0 (see (2.7)). It is easy to see that Q cannot be covered by a 
finite subfamily of {So,: a V H}. E] 
By Axiom 1, the claim and Lemma 3.1 there is an uncountable set X C Cl, 
such that for each a C co,, Sc, n X is a finite set. In particular 
(4) Va C X, S, n X is a finite set. 
Let X = {% a < coI}, where a < =B - , < 4p. Define a function r 
Lim((wt1) -) 1 by: 
(5) r (a) = min {y: X n sea C by min {y: VP > y, Ssra} 
By (4) and the fact that each S, is a subset of a, r : Lim (cli) -- cl is a well-defined 
regressive function. That is, 
(6) Va C Lim(cwl), r (a) < a. 
By the Pressing-down Lemma we can choose A C co, with r1 (A) uncountable. 
We will show that r -1 (A) is a G-independent set. Pick g, Ip C r1- (A) with 
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< 4. Now r (4) = r (4p), hence (see (6)) 4 > r (4a), and therefore (see(5)) 
V Ssr<, which since 4g < , implies {& ,4 } g G. E] 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. D 
COROLLARY 3.8. Axiom 1 is equivalent to the following axiom: 
Let S = {S, : a < col } be a collection of (countable) subsets of ioj, such that 
for every uncountable X C ioj, there exists a countable set Q C X which cannot be 
covered by a finite subfamily of S. Then there exists an uncountable set X C cow, 
such that for each a C X, S, n X C {l&}. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.8. Clearly the above axiom implies Axiom 1. On the 
other hand our proof of Lemma 3.7.1 shows that the Countably Sparse Graph 
Axiom implies the above axiom. Hence by Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 the 
two axioms are equivalent. E] 
Note that an analogous modification of Axiom 0 leads to a statement which is 
clearly false in ZFC (to see it take S to be the family of all finite subsets of co,). 
Since Axiom 0 is clearly stronger than Axiom 1, the following observation is 
an easy consequence of Theorems 3.3 and 3.7. 
2 
COROLLARY 3.9. TOP implies co, (co1, (co1; fin co)) . D 
Apparently it is not known whether the converse of 3.9 is true. In other words, 
Question 3.10. Does Axiom 1 imply Axiom 0? 
A well-known piece of folklore is that the two axioms are equivalent under 
MA (co,). We will now show that a weakened version of MA (col), together with 
Axiom 1, is enough to imply a strengthening of Axiom 0: 
AxIOM 0*. Let A be a set of cardinality co, and let {S, : a C A} be a collection 
of (countable) sets. Then either 
(a) there is an uncountable subset Y of A, such that every countable Q C Y 
is covered by finitely many SQ's, or 
(b) A = U {Xn : n co }, where each Xn n S, (n C co, a c A) is finite. 
First, let us observe that Axiom 1 is equivalent to the above axiom with (b) 
replaced by: 
(b') There is an uncountable subset X of A, such that X n SQ is finite for all 
a C X. 
Indeed, Axiom 1 is clearly equivalent to this modification with A = co, and S, C 
co, for all a. Conversely, assuming Axiom 1 we can easily replace co, everywhere 
in Axiom 1 by any set of cardinality co,. Also, SQ need not be a subset of A nor 
co,: conclusions (a), (b) and (b') hold iff they hold for all SQ n A in place of SQ. 
We will use the following weakening of MA (coi). 
3.11. MA (co,; precaliber ni). If P is a p.o. set with precaliber R, downwards, 
then for every family 9 of co, %-dense subsets of P, there is a set that is P-generic 
for 9. 
It is known that MA (coi; precaliber Ri) is strictly weaker then MA (coi); for 
details see [W] or [F]. 
THEOREM 3.12. MA (coi; precaliber Rj) and Axiom 1 together imply Axiom 0*. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.12. Assume MA (coi; precaliber Rj) + Axiom 1. Let A 
be an uncountable set, and let S = {S, : a c A} be a collection of sets such that 
(a) in Axiom 0* fails to hold. We may assume that A C co, and that SQ C A for 
each a. Let P be a set of all ordered pairs (p, a), where p : F - co is a function 
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with F = dom (p) c [A]<@, and a c [A]<". Let <p be a relation on P given by: 
(1) 
(q, b) ?p (p, a) iff 
p C q, a C b and Vae C U{Ss : C a} n(dom(q) \dom(p)),q(a) V ran(p). 
Clearly (P, ?p) is a p.o. set. 
LEMMA 3.12.1. (P, <p) has precaliber l1. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.12.1. Let B = (pa, a.)a<,.I be an uncountable subset of P. 
If for some p the set EP = {a < co1: pg = p} is uncountable, then (pa, aca)aEEp is 
an uncountable %-centered subset of B. Otherwise, the A-system Lemma implies 
that there is an uncountable X C co,, an n C (0 and r C [A]<' such that: 
(2) Idom (pa) I = n for all a C X, 
(3) (dom (Pa))aEx are all distinct, and they form a A-system with root r, 
(4) (Pa)aEx agree on r. 
Letm=n-jrl. Clearlym>0. Ford cXandi= 1,...,m letbi () bethe 
ith element of dom (pd) \ r, and let Tx = U {S) : y C aj}. For each a = bi (4) 
let V. = Ts. Note that we never have bi (4) = bj (,j), if i 74 j or q $ Ij, so Va is 
well defined for all a. 
Define by induction uncountable subsets Xo, . . , Xm of X as follows: let X0 = 
X, and if Xi has been defined for some i < m, then since it is uncountable, 
(a) of Axiom 0* continues to fail with Sa replaced by V, and A replaced by 
{bi+1 (4) : 4 C Xi}, hence by (b') we can choose an uncountable Xi+1 C Xi such 
that V. n {bi+1 (4) : 4 C Xi+,} is finite for all a C Xi+1. 
Each Ts, 4 C Xm, meets {bi (i): 1 < i < m, a C Xm} in a finite set, and hence 
meets only finitely many dom (pa) \ r, a C Xm. By the A-system lemma there is an 
uncountable Y C Xm, such that if C = U {dom (pa) : q C Y} \ r, then (C n T>E Y 
forms a A-system with root R. Let Z = {q C Y : dom (pu) n R = 0}. Since R is 
disjoint from r, Z is uncountable. Let D = U {dom (pa) : q C Z} \ r. Clearly 
(5) (D n T~)>z is a pairwise disjoint family. 
Define by transfinite induction a sequence (Xa')a<0Ji of distinct elements of Z as 
follows : let x0 be arbitrary; if (xa)a<f have been defined, let 
(6) 
x = min y EZ: (dom(py) \ r) n U Tx = Ty n U (dom (px,,a) \ r) = 0. 
I a<f a<f3 
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Since U { TXQ : < PI n D and U {dom (PxQ): a < /3} \ r are both countable, (3) 
and (5) imply that x: is well defined. Now, (6) implies that (dom (px< ) \ r) n Txf = 
0 whenever a 74 /, hence ((PxQ, ax,,,): a < co,) is an uncountable %-centered subset 
of B (see (1)). E 
For each a C A, let Da = {(p,a): a C dom(p) and a C a}. Then Da is 
%-dense for each. a. Let G be P-generic for 9 = {D, * a C A}, and let f = 
U {p: (p, a) C G for some a}. Then f is a function from A to co, such that 
f1 {n} - nS, is finite for all n and all a. Indeed if (p, a) c G nD., and n c ran (p), 
then f -1 {n} n Sc = p-1 I{n} n S,. Of course A = U {f -1 {n}: n E co}. D] 
COROLLARY 3.13. If MA (co,; precaliber R 1), then Axioms 0, 1 and 0* are equiv- 
alent to each other and to the following axiom: 
Let {S, a & col } be a collection of (countable) sets, and let A be any set. Then 
either 
(a) there is an uncountable subset Y of A, such that every countable Q C Y is 
covered by a finitely many S, 's, or 
(b) A = U {Xn: n E co}, where each Xn n S, (n E co, a & co,) is finite. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.13. By 3.9 and 3.12, Axioms 0, 1 and 0* are equivalent 
under MA (co,; precaliber j). Of course, Axiom 0* is equivalent to the case "A 
is uncountable" of the above axiom. But if A is countable then the above axiom 
holds in ZFC because of (b). Thus the above axiom is equivalent to Axiom 0* 
in ZFC. D 
Question 3.14. Do any of Axioms 0, 1 or 0* imply MA (co,; precaliber Rj)? 
An affirmative answer for Axiom 1 would imply it for the other two axioms, 
and also an affirmative answer to Question 3.10. We do not even know whether 
Axiom 0* implies MA (co,; c-centered), which is equivalent to the axiom p > co, 
as shown by M. Bell in [W, 5.16]. We do however know that Axiom 1 implies 
b > co,, since Todorcevic has shown that b = co, implies the existence of S-spaces. 
For more on , b, and other "small" uncountable cardinals, see [vD] or [V]. 
?4. Applications of Axioms 0 and 1. The first application of TOP (Axiom 0) will 
be to the theory of directed sets. This application was given by Baumgartner in [B, 
Theorem 5.10]. The proof given by Baumgartner uses MA(col) as an additional 
hypothesis and is much longer than the one below. Recall that a p.o. set D is 
%-directed iff D is an %-directed set in itself (see 2.1). 
THEOREM 4.1 ([Devlin and Steprans, Baumgartner]). Assume Axiom 0, and let 
(D, <D) be a J-directed p.o. set of cardinality col. If every uncountable subset of 
D contains a countable unboundedfrom below set, then there exists an uncountable 
subset of D every infinite subset of which is unboundedfrom below. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. Let D = {dO, : <Wo1}. For each a < co, put SQ = { < CWi: dfg >D d,}, and let S = {S,: a < coi}. We show that S satisfies the 
hypothesis of Axiom 0. Let X C co, be uncountable. Choose a countable un- 
bounded from below set Q C {d, a c X}, and let Q' = {a & co : d, c Q}. 
If for some finite {Ia1,.. ,0 &n} C ca, we have Q' C U {Si : i < n}, then since 
(D, <D) is %-directed, we can choose ,B c wi, so that Vi < n, dQ, >D df, 
hence Q' C U {S,. : i < n} C Sfl, and Q is bounded from below (by df), which 
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contradicts our assumption. By Axiom 0 there exists an uncountable set X C co 
such that 
(1) Wo C co,, Sn OX is finite. 
Let E = {do: a c X}. If F C E is infinite, then so is Y = la: de C F} C X. 
By (1) we have Va (C cw,, Y 7 S,. Hence VW C cw,, F f{dfl: dfl >Dda}, and F 
is unbounded from below. Ii 
The other applications of Axioms 0 and 1 are to the theory of S-spaces and 
locally countable regular spaces. Recall that an S-space is a regular, hereditarily 
separable space which is not hereditarily Lindeldf. An elementary fact about S- 
spaces [R, Corollary 3.2] is that every one contains a locally countable subspace 
of cardinality co,. [A space is said to be locally countable if every point has a 
countable neighborhood.] Of course such a subspace cannot be Lindel6f, and so 
it is also an S-space. 
It was a major unsolved problem for many years whether S-spaces can be con- 
structed from the usual (ZFC) axioms of set theory. Baumgartner and Todorcevic 
independently and almost simultaneously showed that they can not. Here we give 
new proofs using Axioms 0 and 1. 
Call a space co-fair if every countable subset has countable closure. Obviously, 
an uncountable co-fair space is not separable, and so the following theorem implies 
that there are no S-spaces under Axiom 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Axiom 0 implies that every locally countable regular space of car- 
dinality col has an uncountable closed co-fair subspace. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2. Let the space have co, as an underlying set. For each 
a & co,, let SQ be an open neighborhood of a with countable closure. If there is 
an uncountable subset Z of co, which meets every S. in a finite set, then any such 
Z is clearly a closed discrete subspace, hence co-fair. If there is no such Z, then 
by Axiom 0 there is an uncountable X C co, such that every countable subset of 
X is contained in a finite union of S, 's, hence has countable closure in the whole 
space. The closure of X is the desired subspace, since every countable subspace 
of X is in the closure of a countable subspace of X, hence has countable closure 
in X. Ei 
If we use Axiom 1 instead, the above argument gives a conclusion easily seen 
equivalent to the nonexistence of S-spaces. Recall that a free sequence in a space 
Y is a transfinite sequence (ye : a < T) in Y with the property that, for each y < T, 
the closure of {y, : a < y4 in Y does not meet that of {y6 8s > y4. Clearly, every 
closed discrete subspace is a free sequence in any one-to-one well-ordering, and 
every free sequence is a discrete subspace. 
THEOREM 4.3. Axiom 1 implies that every locally countable regular space of car- 
dinality co, has an uncountable discrete subspace. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3. We follow the preceding proof, except that now Z is 
an uncountable subset of co, such that for each a c Z, Sh, n Z is a finite set. This 
makes Z into a discrete subspace. If no such Z exists, we get the closed co-fair 
X = Y as before, and use: 
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LEMMA. Every locally countable, uncountable, co-fair space has an uncountable 
free sequence. 
PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Let Y be locally countable, uncountable and co-fair. 
Define by transfinite induction a sequence (yQ),c,,E of distinct elements of Y as 
follows: let yo be arbitrary; if (y)a<y have been defined, let Y, be a countable 
open subset of Y containing the (countable) closure of {y,! o < y }, and let yy 
be any point of Y \ U { Ye: a < y 4. Then the closure of {y,: a < y4 is a subset 
of Yy which in turn misses the closure of {y5 :s > y4. Liii 
COROLLARY 4.4. Axioms 0 and 1 each imply there are no S-spaces. O 
Applying the lemma used in Theorem 4.3 to Theorem 4.2, we get: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Axiom 0 implies that every locally countable regular space of 
cardinality co, has an uncountable free sequence. i 
Theorem 4.2 does not make full use of the machinery in the proof. It is easy to 
see, in fact, that the proof establishes the Axiom 0 part of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume Axiom 0 and let Y be a locally countable regular space 
of cardinality wo. Then either 
(a) Y has an uncountable closed discrete subspace, or 
(b) Y has an uncountable closed subspace K, such that each countable subset 
of K is contained in an open subspace of Y with countable closure in Y. 
Moreover, if we assume Axiom 0*, then (a) can be strengthened to: 
(a*) Y is a countable union of closed discrete subspaces. i 
Question 4.7. Are any of the topological consequences of Axiom 0 in 4.2, 4.5, 
or 4.6 implied by (hence equivalent to) the nonexistence of S-spaces? 
If even one of them is not implied by the nonexistence of S-spaces, this would 
have the consequence that Axiom 1 is not equivalent to Axiom 0, answering 
Question 3.10 negatively 
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